Boarding kit list

Here is a kit list for any boarding child. Please remember as always, to name all their
items of clothing as well as their bedding, to help with the laundering and return of the
clothes each day.
No snacks are needed as supper is provided for them each day.

Full boarding – 4/5 nights a week
- Laundry – washing is put in the wash basket each evening, taken to laundry in the
morning and returned to their dorm for them for the end of the day.
- 3 sets of uniform to be at school – one they are wearing, one for the next day and one
spare.
- 3 sets of home clothes are sufficient but may be packed each week to be rotated at
home at the weekend. I recommend a few layers despite it being the summer term as
the evenings can still get a little chilly.
- A coat and a pair of shoes for evening activities – their sports shoes cannot always be
accessed
- 2 sets of pyjamas, a dressing gown and a pair of slippers – they may bring a ‘onesie’ as
well if they wish
- A wash bag – shower gel, shampoo and conditioner, toothbrush and toothpaste
- 2 towels
- Their own bedding and bedding covers (2 sets) if they wish – these remain at school for
the whole year and returned in July.
- Electronics, soft teddies/blankets, photographs, posters.

Flexi boarding - regular nights each week
If your child will be boarding the same nights each week, they may leave their boarding
bag and clothes at school. Anything at school will be laundered and ready for their
return each week.
- Clean uniform enough for each day they are boarding – if they board for 2 nights
consecutively, they may put one set of uniform in the wash, and it will be ready for the
3rd day.
- A set of home clothes for their evening activity - if they board for 2 nights
consecutively, they may put one set of home clothes in the wash, and it will be ready for
the 3rd day.
- A coat and a pair of shoes for evening activities – their sports shoes cannot always be
accessed
- Pyjamas, a dressing gown and a pair of slippers – they may bring a ‘onesie’ as well if
they wish
- A wash bag – shower gel, shampoo and conditioner, toothbrush and toothpaste
- A towel
- Their own bedding and bedding cover if they wish – these remain at school for the
whole year and returned in July.
- Electronics, soft teddies/blankets, photographs, posters.

Flexi boarding - occasional nights
If your child would like to try boarding or wants to board on the occasional evening, they
will need the following items –
- Clean uniform for the next day – including underwear and socks/tights
- A set of home clothes, including coat and shoes, for the evening activity
- Pyjamas, a dressing gown and a pair of slippers – they may bring a ‘onesie’ as well if
they wish
- A wash bag – shower gel, shampoo and conditioner, toothbrush and toothpaste
- A towel
- Electronics, soft teddies/blankets
They do not need any bedding as this will be provided for them.

